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By LAURA BRANDES and 

OLIVER M. BRANDES 

After almost five years of development, 

the British Columbia government 

introduced Bill 18, the Water 

Sustainability Act, in the legislature on 

March 11. If passed, the bill would 

become law later this spring. 

We believe the new legislation is an 

urgently needed step in the right 

direction. The Act will provide the 

framework to more effectively manage 

BC’s water resources, plan for an 

increasingly uncertain future, and begin 

situating environmental needs as a 

priority consideration going forward. 

Yet significant uncertainty remains 

since many critical aspects – including 

environmental flow requirements, ground 

rules for groundwater licensing, and 

thresholds for water objectives – will only 

be established in regulations, and most of 

the regulations have yet to be developed. 

Since 2008, the province has led 

significant, and transparent, discussions 

about water management and policy 

reforms to inform the new law. 

POLIS has been involved in the Water 

Act modernization process since its outset 

by, for example, providing research and 

focused input through a formal advisory 

role, convening topical workshops, and 

submitting feedback and 

recommendations throughout the process.  

This focused attention around 

modernizing the Water Act has revealed 

that British Columbians care about the 

sustainable management and better 

governance of water. 

It is quickly becoming clear that fresh 

water will be what defines prosperity for 

the coming generation. 

In January 2014, to support the update 

of the provincial water law and 

governance regime, POLIS released the 

substantial evidence-based policy report 

A Blueprint for Watershed 

Governance in British Columbia. 

This report takes the current 

government’s discussions a step further 

by addressing the complex details of 

who makes decisions about water, and 

how decision-makers can be held to 

account for the overall benefit of BC’s 

fresh water resources. 

The Blueprint offers a strategic 10-year 

plan to make the Water Sustainability Act 

work. 

We believe the foundation provided 

by this new legislation combined with 

the Blueprint’s recommendations – 

including priorities for more local 

control, a strong focus on watershed-

scale decision-making, and building co-

governance mechanisms with First 

Nations and local governments – could 

create a significant opportunity to better 

BC waters. 

In the Blueprint, we propose that water-

management decision-making be aligned 

with the ecological boundaries of 

watersheds – instead of with political 

lines on a map – as the best way to 

achieve positive, long-term ecological, 

social, and economic outcomes. 

For the model proposed in the Blueprint 

to work, we outline nine winning 

conditions. When implemented together, 

these conditions will increase the 

likelihood of success. 

They include, for example, formal 

mechanisms for shared and delegated 

powers that include partnerships with 

local government, co-governance with 

First Nations, sustainable long-term 

funding, independent oversight, and 

comprehensive public reporting on the 

health and state of watersheds and 

industrial water use. 

We acknowledge that the government’s 

proposed Water Sustainability Act 

generally delivers on what was originally 

promised, such as regulating groundwater 

use, providing better provisions for 

watershed planning, and ensuring 

environmental flows are protected to keep 

fish alive and thriving. 

However, we also feel that the province 

has missed some critical opportunities 

with this Act, which could be the 

difference between BC becoming a real 

leader in water sustainability. 

Specifically, codifying the public trust 

doctrine as an overt priority, ensuring 

independent public oversight of water 

resources and water use in the province, 

and modernizing the water allocation 

system to one based on priority of use 

rather than “first in time, first in right” are 

vital areas of focus for any truly modern 

water law.   

Over the coming months, as Bill 18 

becomes law and its regulations are 

developed, we are hopeful there will be 

further opportunity for public input. 

Achieving the full transformation 

proposed in the Blueprint, and also 

promised in the province’s 2008 Living 

Water Smart strategy, will likely take a 

decade to unfold and will absolutely 

require a robust and functional legal basis 

for sustainable water management. 

The proposed Water Sustainability Act 

is a first step in the right direction. If the 

province continues on this path, there is 

potential for BC to become a national, 

and even global, leader in freshwater 

protection and sustainability. 

To download a copy of A Blueprint for 

Watershed Governance in British 

Columbia, visit http://

www.poliswaterproject.org/blueprint. 
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